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GET IN TOUCH

Making Automation Effortless

Are you looking at deploying an automation solution

within your organisation? Or do you currently have

one and it is taking up too much of your IT teams time

to manage?

Intelligent Automation can realise immense benefits to

your organisation; increasing efficiency, cutting down

costs and improving employee morale. However,

similar to most major technological uplifts and

changes within an organisation, the implementation

and management times create significant additional

workload for your technical teams. 

Delv's Managed Automated Task Environment (MATE)

is a fully managed platform which is highly scalable

and can deploy automation rapidly— with minimal

effort. MATE will alleviate the time-consuming setup

and management tasks from your technical team,

ensuring that you get the most out of your automation

experience. 

YOUR NEW TEAM MATE

The MATE service is suitable for almost any

business, with seamless integration into leading

automation platforms and the flexibility to be hosted

on a local cloud or on your premises. The MATE

platform is highly secure, fully wrapped with

enterprise and financial grade security posture.

The Delv team will be there to deliver your MATE

end-to-end. Establishing the infrastructure, setting

up the processes, workshopping with your team

and building out your automation pipeline. Our

onshore management and support team will be

there for you and your new team MATE throughout

your journey.

Ready for rapid implementation and hassle-free

management of your Intelligent Automation

environment? 

Get ready to meet your new team MATE!

http://www.delv.com/


Typical Automation Establishment and Maintenance
Workload

I will take care of
the rest!

With MATE

Multiple servers and infrastructure management

Development of production environments

Installations and updates of the software

Auditing and tracing the complete solution

Manage user accounts

Management of security

The rest of your workload

MANAGED AUTOMATED TASK ENVIRONMENT (MATE)

GET IN TOUCH
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KEY FEATURES

Hosted on an Australian Cloud or in Your Premises

On Shore Service Desk

Single Sign-On

API Layer

Managed Service

The MATE platform is located in an onshore cloud.

However, if you prefer, we can establish the platform on

your premises. 

Our Australian based service desk will be there to support

you with any issues or questions you may have. 

MATE's single sign-on solution eliminates the

requirement to continuously input passwords, improving

user experience, increasing security and alleviating the

need for password resets. 

Delv will deploy, manage and maintain the environment

whether hosted on cloud or on-prem. 

Observability and Monitoring

Automation generates large amounts of auditing and

logging information, as well as a lot of business metrics.

The MATE platform consolidates all of this information to

give enterprises a complete dashboard view of their

digital workforce and their environment.

Source Code

Supports Leading Automation Platforms

Bot creation generates many assets, including scripts, data

files, and configuration. The inclusion of integrated Source

Code Management ensures that these will be backed up

and tracked for you at all stages of the bot creation lifecycle.

This service can be used with leading automation

platforms, ensuring minimal impact on your environment. 

The MATE platform includes a secure and robust set

of API's, allowing for simple integration with your

existing business platforms. 

TO DO:

THE DIFFERENCE YOUR NEW TEAM MATE MAKES

Manage user accounts

The rest of your workload

TO DO:

Establishing and maintaining an Automation environment requires a lot

from your tech team, taking up a significant amount of their time. 

With the MATE platform, your tech team's time will be freed up, giving

them back some time to focus on the rest of their workload.

http://www.delv.com/

